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FAX
TO:John

SGCD,301-95 1-3933

FROM: Andrew
RE: TRI Rule

Dear
problems
last night
I am sending a copy of comments that sent via
comments.
faxing the comments to meet your 5/28/02 deadline
prevented me
you
can still
I attach a transmission receipt that indicates the Iine problems. I hope tha
at this time.
accept my
Please

have any questions.
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OF GLASS AND CERAMIC DECORATORS

May 28,2002

Mr.
and Regulatory

Dear

view the implications of
new Toxic Release
nts for lead. Under the new TRI lead rule, EPA
shold
to
and this
17,2001 with retroactive reports on
usage for
0,2002 The rule change creates many serious
for glass and
are least
impact falling on small businesses
reporting rule For the reabons listed
ic Decorators (SGCD) has joined
nforcement of the
rule for one
and to
sage data for 2002 that has been
the
quirements were in place.
ies that produce glass and ceramic tableware,
er items. The industry is facing increasingly
m overseas production facilities including rapidly expanding
operations. Most SGCD members are small businesses with
employees; however, the
rule exempts only the
orators to produce glass and ceramic plates,
d dishwasher-safe. In the shop, the lead-bearing
excess color stored for reuse.
is no
and companies reporting at the 100 pound
ns after spending many
of hours to

confirm that fact.
uance of the
lead rule is the retroactive
The rule was not finalized by
until April
usage data
rators are required to
-usage record-keeping was required.
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Rule

For the average
it is almost
accuracy
reconstruct such
usage figures.

ss and ceramic decorator, the number of different
day. As every lead-bearing color contains a
ble, therefore, to retroactively reconstruct
of the TFU rule. Apart
the hundreds of hours
a company cannot be assured of the accuracy of

to

is an even greater burden for
Retroactive data
often use a far gr ter variety of colors than large decorating plants
only a limited nu
of colors to produce very large quantities of
or mugs. It
also be noted that only the largest glass and
ever been require to file any TRI report, so the tracking and
new to most
members.
1

As a direct result
retroactive application of the rule, the cost
compliance
are extremely low The agency obviously did
the
data
an industry where monthly lead usage
estimated based usage
other months. Many SGCD members
they have
pent hundreds of staff and management hours in
they have not even included the daily and
reconstruction,
record lead usage
the rule had been issued.

estimates
for a
guidance) do not
may take at least
account for the
200 when the
forms.This does
every glass and
usage informatior

for

the time necessary to
and complete the
fo ms (1
that is supported by more than 500 pages of
and
correspond with reality for glass and ceramic d
It
1 hours
to reconstruct data retroactively, and
one must
of
in actually recording
af. April 17,
the
was issued, studying the
documents and then
almost
even include the cost of independent consultants
I once the lead
mic decorator will work with to complete the
compiled,

To add insult to
even though EPA applied the rule retroactively,
agency did
not issue even a d R form of its promised compliance assistance
t until late
summer 200
he final compliance assistance document was not avail tble to glass
and ceramic
ors until January 2002. Even discounting the
able
retroactive
requirement, the guidance documents should have
n available on
the day that the
was issued. For EPA to offer no assistance during the recording year
is a gross
of the agency’s promise to assist small business with

issues.
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The agency has ernpted to assist
filers with a
c
assistance
Several SGCD members have attempted to utilize
program, and
they report that
provides the most rudimentary assistance with corn
a
assistance with tracking lead usage, and
form It provide
report that
ted to release data requires massive amounts of
every question
. to answer.
A postponement ‘the rule is the only way to address the serious
o f the
and failure to provide adequate
EPA’ retroachv
support and guid ce as promised. SGCD members have been aware sin
that tracking
sage on a daily basis is critical to
compliance; the
companies will
much more reliable lead usage figures for the 2002
which covers lea
January 1 to December 3 1,2002.

created by

Since companies e legally accountable to both EPA and to any third
accuracy of their
reports, it is imperative the
postpone its plans
decorators to sub t retroactive lead usage data that could expose them
legal
would threaten their continued survival.

for the
force

Please feel
impacts on glass

me if you have any questions about the
d ceramic decorators.

Sincerely,

Andrew Bopp
Executive
Society
4340 East West

Ceramic Decorators
Suite 200

20 4

301-951-3933,

-3801

business
mid-2001
these
cycle

lea rule and its
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